FI R ST CRYP TO SPORTS
BE T T I NG AND E XCHAN GE
Are you interested in opportunities with growth potential?
Then RoBET is just your cup of tea! Join RoBET no matter if
you are looking for the latest sport bets, interested in becoming a bookie or curious about AI predictions or seeking for
the perfect opportunity within the crypto universe!

WHEN BETTING MEETS THE WORLD
OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES...

TOKEN SALE AND CONDITIONS

RoBET is the perfect connection of two emerging markets: gambling and cryptocurrencies melting together in a single product.
With the cryptocurrency market having passed the $500 billion
market cap and the online gambling yield expected to reach US
$ 60 bln within 2020, this is the perfect moment to launch a platform, which enables the creation of a gambling environment based on the use of cryptocurrencies, offering at the same time the
possibility to exchange cryptocurrencies throughout bets.
RoBET is your chance to take off since, according to the latest
statistics, the win percentage amounted to 86% in 2017.

Total 4.000.000

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
RoBET, the worldwide first sports betting crypto exchange,
enables users to live a truly original gaming experience in the context of cryptocurrencies, enhancing at the same time the user’s
specific competences in the field of sports betting.
Security, transparency and ease of use are granted thanks to the
use of blockchain.
RoBET platform is a Ethereum based smart contract ledger and at
the same time a cryptocurrency wallet which enables users both
to manage online bettings an to exchange cryptocurrencies, most
of them, throughout a bet using our digital wallet. Moreover, users
can become a bookie themselves.

ROBET SERVICES AVAILABLE IN
EXCHANGE FOR RAC TOKENS:

ICO start: April 20, 2018

ROADMAP

FIND OUT MORE AND GET IN TOUCH
www.robet.io

“RAC tokens are the access key to all our services. RAC token will
be listed on one or more crypto-exchanges after the token sale.
As outlined in our whitepaper, the total amount of tokens supplied
is limited. Since we aim to improve our products continuously and
the number of interested users is already increasing, do not lose
your chance to become a RAC token holder. At the end of this ICO
unsold tokens will be burned.”
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